The Culture of Deceit and Our Answer

The Roman Pontificate has always been pagan and has always been administered under the Roman Civil Law
and its Maxims, including, "Let him who will be deceived, be deceived."
But equally, this Law requires that when fraud of any kind is discovered, "Fraud vitiates everything."
The essence of the fraud against this country and its people rests on multiple deceits.
The United States of America is not the same as "the" United States of America.
The United States is not the same as "the" United States.
Confederate States are not States; they are States-of-States.
In all these matters and more, we have been deceived.
The District Assemblies are not our Assemblies.
The Municipal Assemblies are not our Assemblies.
None of the Councils of Government at any level are ours.
None of the State of State organizations are ours.
None of the STATE OF STATE organizations are ours.
None of the Municipal or Borough organizations are ours.
No political party is ours.
No incorporated church is ours.
No licensed entity is ours.
But the land and the soil and the gold and the silver and the plants and the animals and the water ---- all of that
and more, is ours.
The peace and the credit belong to us.
The truth and compassion belong to us.
We claim all that is ours by birthright and by nature.
We rebut and deny any idea that the United States Congress ever had the authority to donate our state laws and

state offices to the United Nations.
They cannot give what they never possessed.
These grifters, these disloyal and treasonous imbecile employees have made many claims in our purported
absence that will not stand the light of day.
We hold the International Organizations Immunity Act of 1976 to be null and void.
This is our reply to the Roman Pontificate and to Francis, both the name of the present Roman Pontiff, and a
famous talking mule.
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